
 Caution 

1. To move this instrument, it is necessary to lift it up and put it down 

gently; in case of the failure, please do not knock hard on it so as to 

prevent malfunction caused by the impact. 

2. To move this instrument, it t is necessary to keep it horizontal so as to 

avoid vibration and impact. 

3. Do not squeeze the instrument or place heavy stuff onto the instrument 

so as to prevent shell deformation, damage or malfunction. 

4. It is necessary to select the corresponding working power supply in 

accordance with the marks on the instrument body. 

5. It is not allowed to use this instrument in the bathroom. 

6. To prevent the lightning accident, when it thunders, please show down 

the power switch and pull out the power plug. 

7. It is not allowed to inject any fluid into the instrument body so as to 

prevent the instrument from being damaged due to the short circuit. 

8. If the instrument will not be used for a long time, it is necessary to pull 

out the power plug from the socket. 

Technical parameters 

1. Operating voltage: AC 220V--AC 240V 

2. Maximum power of the complete machine: 25W 

3. Packing size: 26.5 *14*22.5 (L*W*D) cm 
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Dear customers, 

Thank you for choosing our product! Please go though this manual before 

use in order to ensure the maximum performance of the instrument and 

the safety in use. Please keep properly for further requires. 



Function 

Microcomputer touch panel high frequency beauty instrument is the 

high-tech beauty equipment with functions below: 

1. Make use of ultraviolet ray to do the irradiation on part or point of 

skin to sterilize the skin and accelerate wound healing. 

2. Get rid of spots, pigmentation, pimples and acne 

 

Specification  
  

1. Easy and fast operation by adopting latest microcomputer technology 

2. Smart and reliable treatment by adopting 10 adjustable levels 

3. Various methods available by adopting pulse wave 

 

Operation Panel Description  
  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

○1  ○2  ○3  
○4  ○5  ○6  ○7  
○8  

① Time Decrease   ③ ON/OFF  ⑤ Energy Increase ⑦ ON Indicator 
② Energy Decrease    ④ Time Increase ⑥ Standby Indicator ⑧ Time Display 

Operation 
 

1. Insert the electrode into the handle and keep touch well. 

2. Plug in, then you can hear the startup sound "beep", 
○
8 is displayed 

as 30 (minutes); energy is zero, the indicator 
○
6  is red, the machine 

is in standby mode. 

3. Press button 
○
3 , indicator 

○
6  turns green, the second point in 

○
8

flashes, and the machine is started. 

4. Increase/decrease the energy at 10 levels by pressing button 
○
5 /
○
2  

5. Test the electricity by touching the metal. 

6. The energy should be not too high to avoid any injury or not too low 

to weaken the treatment result. 

7. If for spot removal use, you need to move the electrode on the spot, 

then you will see the melanin decreasing. Tiny spot can be removed 

after one treatment, and bigger one will need 2-3 treatments. 

Notes 

1. If beautician does the treatment with sterilized gloves, hands should 

first be cleaned and disinfected with alcohol 

2. The electrodes should be sterilized and keep clean and dry 

3. Disinfect the treatment part of client with alcohol before treatment 

4. Wipe part with anesthetics for 3 minutes and then start the treatment 

5. During operation, not to stay too long in a treated area to avoid scars 

6. Take off all metal parts (earrings, necklace etc.) before operation 


